What is sex? Some feminists have harboured suspicions about this form of question, given its philosophical (or ‘metaphysical’⁴) pedigree. But philosophy no longer has the disciplinary monopoly on it. Indeed, with regard to sex, the more interesting task today is to pose and to attempt to answer the question from within a trans-disciplinary problematic. For the question requires a theoretical response capable of recognizing that it concerns a cultural and political (and therefore neither a specifically philosophical nor a merely empirical) problem. It requires an account of sex which is theoretically satisfying whilst being both adequate to and critical of everyday experience; a critical-theoretical account capable of embracing the everyday experience of sex, its lived contradictions. This article represents a first attempt to construct a transdisciplinary concept of sex to this end. It traces a line from Simone de Beauvoir’s *The Second Sex* to some recent attempts to define ‘sex’ and various related but importantly different concepts, and ends by proposing an answer to the question ‘What is sex?’ that draws on the philosophy of Immanuel Kant. For our transdisciplinary efforts will of necessity spring from some specific discipline(s) while not remaining confined within them, and not allowing them to remained confined within themselves (which has been something of a problem for philosophy, historically).

**With and without gender**

Sex, sexe, Geschlecht, sexo, sesso, and so on. Do these words all refer to the same thing? Presumptions about the obviousness of the meaning of sex might suggest that they do, but the least analysis reveals that the case is otherwise. For example, does ‘sex’ translate the French ‘sexe’, or is it a false friend? We have reason to be cautious because of an English interloper: the concept of ‘gender’. When, in the contemporary anglophone context, we insist on the specificity of the concept of ‘sex’ we distinguish it from a range of related but distinct concepts: ‘gender’, ‘sexuality’ and (I would add) ‘sexual difference’. Most importantly, the distinction between sex and gender, which emerged in the 1950s in the published work and clinical practice of the American psychologist Robert Stoller, was seized upon in the following decades by feminists who immediately saw the direct political advantage of a vocabulary that allowed them to distinguish between what they saw as a biological reality (the functional distinction between male and female in reproduction: sex) and a socio-cultural system or demand (normative masculinity and femininity: gender). ‘Gender’ achieved a theoretical ascendancy in anglophone feminist theory that it still holds today. In some other linguistic contexts seemingly straightforward translations of the sex/gender distinction were made; where this was not possible feminists also introduced the English ‘gender’ as a term of analysis into other languages.

In retrospect, it is possible to posit a conceptual distinction between sex and gender in the analyses of various thinkers before the distinction was marked in the technical vocabulary. So, for example, Mary Wollstonecraft’s *A Vindication of the Rights of Woman* (1790) and John Stuart Mill’s *On the Subjection of Women* (1869) both exposed the falsity of the presumption that the present state of women, deprived of education, was determined by nature; an achievement that can reasonably be seen as distinguishing between what is now called ‘sex’ and ‘gender’. Indeed they laid some of the theoretical groundwork that later allowed the distinction to be made. Similarly, anglophone feminists have tended to read the sex/gender distinction into Beauvoir’s *Le deuxième sexe*, despite the terminology being absent. The famous claim that ‘one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman’⁵ is for many the founding claim for the analytical priority of gender over sex in second-wave feminism. I will return to Beauvoir later, to dispute this tendency. For now, the point to be emphasized is that where the originally
English-language sex/gender distinction operates, ‘sex’ is conceptually determined in its opposition to ‘gender’.

Of course, many feminists who happen to be French have found the sex/gender distinction agreeable, and certainly it can be rendered in French. Nevertheless, the sex/gender distinction is decidedly foreign and indeed disagreeable to some of the major French feminist theorists of the twentieth and now twenty-first centuries. This has sometimes been an obstacle in the English-language reception of these feminist theories from France, and not only because ‘gender’ is an alien concept when it comes to the interpretation of, for example, the meaning of ‘le féminin’ for Luce Irigaray or of ‘la différence sexuelle’ in various other psychoanalytical feminisms. If the English ‘sex’ is conceptually determined in its opposition to ‘gender’, but no such equivalent conceptual opposition animates these French feminist theories, there is reason to doubt even the ostensibly more plausible conceptual equivalence between ‘sex’ and ‘sexe’.

This leaves us with a two-way problem in the translation between French and English, which is precisely the topic of the entry for ‘Sexe’, written by Geneviève Fraisse, in the Vocabulaire européen des philosophies. ‘Sexe’, Fraisse writes, is only apparently a ‘transnational’ concept: ‘The word “sex” in the English language essentially refers to the biological and the physical; in French, however, this word signifies “the sexual life” quite as much as “the sexed character of humanity”’. For Fraisse, it seems, ‘sex’ and ‘sexual difference’ are synonymous; as are ‘sexe’ and ‘différence sexuelle’. The English ‘sex’ and ‘sexual difference’ ‘refer to the material reality of the human; la différence sexuelle is the presupposition of a difference between the sexes defined in a certain way, whether biologically, as in the natural sciences, or philosophically, as in ‘la pensée du féminin’, the thinking of ‘the feminine’. Most importantly, for Fraisse, ‘Différence sexuelle’ coexists in French with ‘différence des sexes’, from which it is distinguished to the extent that the latter ‘implies the empirical recognition of the sexes without that leading to any definition of content’. ‘Différence des sexes’, Fraisse writes elsewhere, is a ‘philospheme’. To the extent that the French ‘sexe’ includes ‘différence des sexes’ within its meaning, as Fraisse effectively argues that it does, it is already in some sense a theoretical concept, referring to something to be thought rather than a biological reality to be taken for granted. Without the philosopheme ‘différence des sexes’, ‘la différence sexuelle’ (‘sexual difference’, ‘sex difference’ or the English ‘sex’) is reduced to an empirical fact. According to Fraisse, American feminists, having only their limited (English) concept of sex, lacked any adequate linguistic tool with which to think la différence des sexes; they therefore ‘invented’ the concept of gender.
to make up for this lack. But ‘gender’ is not a translation of ‘différence des sexes’, which remains untranslatable into English. ‘Gender’, Fraisse writes, has become a transnational term, but ‘la différence des sexes’ is still, it seems, a French speciality.

Although Fraisse sees the invention of the concept of gender as a ‘contemporary philosophical event’ that acknowledges the necessity to think ‘la différence des sexes’, the quickly achieved theoretical hegemony of ‘gender’—which, it is true, for some decades almost entirely displaced any analysis of ‘sex’ in anglophone feminist theory—is regrettable to the extent that it seems to efface ‘sexe as sexuality’ (‘le sexe comme sexualité’), that is, what is included in the French concept of sexe, according to Fraisse. (‘Gender’, she puns, is a ‘cache-sexe’. That doesn’t translate well into English either.) The anglophone inability to think ‘la différence des sexes’ with a concept of gender means that ‘sexe’ is not thought; ‘gender’, that is, produces a philosophical deficit, ironically bolstering the old-fashioned view that ‘la différence des sexes’ is not be counted among the starry array of philosophical objects, such that people will say, as Fraisse recalls in 1996, ‘How extraordinary! What an idea, to want to think the “différence des sexes”! The consequences of this philosophical deficit are not just theoretical.

In the entry on ‘Gender’ in the Vocabulaire, written by Monique David-Ménard and Penelope Deutscher, it is argued that the Anglo-American distinction between biological sex and socially constructed gender identity rules out the possibility of thinking the primarily psychoanalytical concept of ‘sexualité’ or ‘la différence des sexes’ that these authors see as holding sway in French feminist thought. ‘Sexualité’ or ‘la différence des sexes’, they claim, is neither physiological nor psychological, but fantasmatic, to do with the drives (pulsionelle). The social determinations of gender and the physiological givens of sex are just two of the materials by means of which fantasies and drives are forged. Clearly David-Ménard and Deutscher’s ‘différence des sexes’ is different to Fraisse’s ‘différence des sexes’, but the authors make the same point for us here: the French and the Anglo-Americans do not think sex in the same way; indeed, the anglophones do not think sex at all.

**Pas de Beauvoir?**

It is surprising, to say the least, that neither the entry on ‘Sexe’ nor that on ‘Gender’ in the Vocabulaire mentions Beauvoir and The Second Sex. (Beauvoir, in fact, does not appear in the Vocabulaire at all. I just mention that.) How is this to be explained? Partly, of course, the absence is explained by the fact that Fraisse’s account of the philosopheme ‘différence des sexes’ is clearly the articulation of one particular position, not a general account of what is thought on the subject in French. David-Ménard and Deutscher’s psychoanalytical concept of ‘sexualité’ or ‘la différence des sexes’, which they are undoubtedly correct to contrast with a certain anglophone concept of sex, is similarly specific. Overall, the main concern of both entries is to criticize the limitations of the concept of gender with regard to a French concept of ‘sexe’ beyond the sex/gender distinction. Ironically, in the entry on ‘sexe’, this leaves us with precisely that philosophical deficit that its author ascribes to ‘gender’—namely, a failure to think ‘sexe’, since such a thinking would have to include what anglophones call ‘sex’, too. Perhaps this is because the remit of the Vocabulaire extends only to philosophical concepts, and the English ‘sex’ does not count as such. But, first, the Vocabulaire is also allegedly about words; and, second, can philosophical concepts be cut off from the generalities of everyday usage? Especially when that concept is ‘sex’? It is here that the question of a transdisciplinary, rather than a narrowly philosophical, concept is raised.

The concept of sex is not explicitly theorized in The Second Sex; nor does Beauvoir construct a concept of sex as a central theoretical element of her œuvre. Nevertheless, The Second Sex opens the theoretical space that made this possible for her successors. Beauvoir tends to write of ‘the sexes’ (‘les sexes’), ‘the two sexes’ (‘les deux sexes’), and men and women’s relation to their ‘sexe’, not of sex itself, and not of ‘la différence des sexes’. ‘Sexe’ in Le deuxième sexe is not a theoretical construction but the site of a problem. When referring to the functional, biological concept of sex Beauvoir tends to write of the ‘the division of the sexes’ (‘la division des sexes’), but she begins her main discussion of this (in the first chapter of the first volume, ‘The Givens of Biology’), with a warning: ‘it is necessary to say, from the beginning, that the very meaning of the division [la section] of species into two sexes is not clear.’ The point of this chapter of The Second Sex is to demonstrate that biology cannot, on its own, supply an answer to the two main questions of the book: What is a woman? And why has woman been assigned or assumed the subordinate position of the Other in relation to man? If biology could answer the first of these, woman’s being would be reduced to her being-female. ‘The fact is’, Beauvoir writes, ‘that she [woman] is a female’, but her sex or her being-sexed is not identical with this. When she writes that ‘no woman can, without bad faith, claim to situate herself
beyond her sex’ she is not referring to ‘her function as a female’ (‘sa fonction de femelle’). The two sexes in *The Second Sex* are not just male and female but, more importantly, man and woman. It is sex in the sense of the sex of men and women, not of male and female, which is the topic of *The Second Sex*, and ‘men’ and ‘women’, unlike ‘male’ and ‘female’, are not biologically, but existentially defined.

Beauvoir describes the obviousness of the division of humanity into two sexes in the following way:

> It is enough to go for a walk with one’s eyes open to be sure that humanity is divided into two categories of individuals, whose clothes, faces, bodies, smiles, gaits, interests and occupations are manifestly different. Perhaps these differences are superficial; perhaps they are destined to disappear. But what is certain is that, for now, they do most obviously exist.

As this is clearly not a list of biologically determined characteristics, many anglophone readers have presumed that such passages show that Beauvoir is really talking about gender, not sex. But granted that she is not talking about ‘sex’ in the sense determined by the sex/gender distinction this does not mean that she is not talking about sex in another sense. Refusing the reduction of sex to biology is the beginning of the opening out of the concept of sex for thought. That there is a need to emphasize the illegitimacy of this reduction shows that, so far as Beauvoir was concerned, there was *also* a concept of sex in French thought very similar to the anglophone concept of sex determined in its opposition to gender. This takes us to the crux of the problem. In effectively refining and specifying the meaning of sex existentially, Beauvoir reminds us, precisely, that this effort of thought must pitch itself against the dominant popular concept of sex evident in the assumption, common in both lay discourse and in philosophy, that biological sex determines what it is to be a woman. (‘What is a woman? “Tota mulier in utero: she is a womb”, according to one.’)

We may call the popular, dominant concept of sex the modern ‘natural-biological’ concept of sex, not to commit it to a particular disciplinary-scientific origin or ontological status but because of the presumptions that constitute it. These presumptions are that there simply is sex duality (the exclusive division between male and female) and that that duality is naturally determined. As such, its referent is presumed to be a natural and not a historical object, and the possibility that the concept is precisely *modern* is hidden. I contend that this concept has no purely descriptive function in relation to human being, but the presumption in its use is, precisely, that it does. It has no purely descriptive function because the constitutive and exclusive duality of its terms – male and female – is empirically inadequate to the phenomena that it would allegedly encompass without remainder, meaning that its duality is in fact normative and prescriptive.

Further, the natural-biological concept of sex functions in relation to human being to refer to a natural foundation for existence, such that it offers itself as a naturalistic explanation for some aspects – sometimes even *all* aspects – of human psycho-social existence and behaviour. Thus the natural-biological concept of sex functions as something both naturally determined and naturally determining and it is effectively impossible to separate these two aspects. In allegedly describing a natural foundation for human existence, the natural-biological concept of sex prescribes a duality, the nature of which is taken to be more or less determining of aspects of that existence.

When the more sophisticated theoretical constructions of *sexualité* and *la différence des sexes* overwrite this popular conception, the palimpsest does not erase all trace of the natural-biological concept of sex; far from it. If this is not acknowledged, the concepts of sex as *sexualité* and *la différence des sexes* float free, with no critical or political purchase. This may be fine for psychoanalysis, but not for feminism. The recognition of this is the basis for another discourse on sex in French thought, the sociologically informed political determination of the concept of sex in Christine Delphy’s work. Sex, for Delphy, is not a natural given but a social relation, enabling the identification and recognition of groups in a hierarchical relation of oppression and exploitation. Sex, in this sense, is a material and ideological condition for the reproduction of the means of existence in a particular social form. In common with Monique Wittig, Delphy’s political concept of sex does not simply overwrite the ‘English’ popular natural-biological concept; rather it includes the latter as the – reified – form of appearance of
The persistence of the popular natural-biological concept of sex is not merely a regrettable theoretical naivety that more sophisticated theorists can simply dismiss; this persistence must itself be thought. In her Sexe, genre et sexualités Elsa Dorlin insists on this. How can we explain, Dorlin asks, the contradiction between the medical sciences’ acknowledgement that ‘the complex process of sexuation is irreducible to the two categories of sex’ and the medical practices – notably the medical management of intersex infants – which continue to accept, and indeed support, an unambiguous ‘bicategorization’ as unquestioned fact?22 How to explain ‘the persistence of a belief and a scientific practice which contradicts the rationality of the very theory of which it claims to be the application’?23 For Dorlin this contradiction amounts to a quasi-permanent scientific crisis, a crisis which remains unresolved because sexual bicategorization is necessary to ensure the reproduction of the social relation of domination that we call ‘gender’ (even though, at the same time, science itself has revealed that sexual bicategorization as social and historical norm, such that the social relation of ‘gender’ is in fact the ultimate basis for ‘sex’):

If the crisis in the natural foundation of sex (male/female) is what sustains gender relations, it is first of all the effect of a contradiction between scientific theory and practice – a contradiction which is simultaneously both the effect of the crisis and its solution. The crisis is perpetuated as such. It is a scientific situation of the status quo which resolves a political problem, reifying the (political, not natural) categories of sex – bracketing, suspending the research into the natural foundation of sex, and employing a doxico-practical criterion (that is, gender) ‘in the absence of anything better’, ‘while we wait’.24

Thus the persistence of the modern natural-biological concept of sex must be thought, and not simply dismissed, because, its theoretical desubstantialization notwithstanding, it still sustains the gender system and its compulsory heterosexuality.25 Dorlin’s analysis exhibits the contradiction between the two faces of sex – naturalized bicategorization and denaturalized social-historical effect – and explains why the contradiction is sustained in terms of an ideological function. But is it possible to construct a single concept of sex for which this contradiction would be constitutive? And one, moreover, which explained how the contradiction is maintained?

‘An object in the idea’26

Any construction or philosophical determination of a concept of sex must in some way acknowledge the social reality or the effective actuality of the popular natural-biological concept of sex if it is to have any critical or political purchase. The construction of a critically adequate concept of sex is therefore the construction of a conceptual anamorphosis. In invoking anamorphoses I have in mind not Holbein’s famous memento mori, but trinkets: the postcards, playing cards, bookmarks and so on that reveal one picture when turned this way, another when turned that. A single, transdisciplinary concept of sex – or at least a concept with pretensions to being such – would have to be similarly vacillant: encapsulating both a theoretically determined account of the functioning of the popular natural-biological concept and its criticism. The psychoanalytical concept of a fantasmatic complex, championed by David-Ménard and Deutscher, and Fraisse’s philosophical concept of la différence des sexes do not do this precisely because of their disciplinary delimitations. I submit that this would be the case with any disciplinary concept of sex.

If there is already a path cut in the direction of a single, transdisciplinary concept of sex in feminist theory it runs from Beauvoir through Delphy and Wittig, but not much further. Judith Butler took the baton across the Atlantic but her Gender Trouble, brilliant though it is in many respects, effectively dismissed sex – it explained it away, rather than specifying it conceptually. (This is because, in Gender Trouble, Butler remained mortgaged to a presumptive natural-realist ontology, according to which sex could not be said to exist, coupled to an epistemological problematic according to which the in-itself of sex could not be known.27) But Butler, gender theorist par excellence, did see that the normative dimension of the popular natural-biological concept of sex was politically the force to be reckoned with; thus her criticism of ‘sex’. In this respect, contra Fraisse, any gender theorist, precisely in their rejection of the popular natural-biological concept of sex and its normative dimension, thinks sex better than the psychoanalytical theorist or philosopher of sexualité and la différence des sexes, who remain aloof from it.

The task of constructing a critical concept of sex in its greatest generality requires, as we have said, a determination of the nature of the popular natural-biological concept of ‘sex’ which can account for its actual effects, its social existence. I suggest that we can find the means for this in Kant’s philosophy.28 In the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant, having discussed
the *a priori* contribution to experience of the faculties of sensibility and understanding and the legitimate employment of the concepts of the understanding (limited to the realm of possible experience), famously introduced what he called the ‘ideas’ of pure reason, or ‘transcendental ideas’.

The faculty of reason, according to Kant, itself generates, *a priori*, certain concepts (that is, ideas) and principles which, according to the ‘demand of [speculative] reason … to bring the understanding into thoroughgoing connection with itself’,[29] guide the use of the understanding, pointing it towards the absolute totality of the series of conditioned appearances, its unconditioned ground. The idea of ‘freedom’ is, according to Kant, an idea in this sense. The idea has no possible congruent object in experience; it does not determine any object for cognition (it has no ‘objective validity’, in Kant’s specific sense of being valid for the determination of objects in general); but it ‘serve[s] the understanding as a canon for its extended and self-consistent use’.30 This is for Kant the legitimate or proper ‘regulative’ use of the ideas of pure reason.

But the ideas of reason are also misused, or misapplied, in illegitimate ‘constitutive’ uses; that is, by mistaking their subjective necessity for objective validity, giving a purported objective reality to the object of the idea. This gives rise to what Kant calls ‘dialectical’ or ‘transcendental’ illusion, which is distinguished from both error and empirical and logical illusion in being ‘natural’, unavoidable and incorrigible – ‘irremediably attached to human reason’. For even when the being-illusory of the transcendental illusion is revealed, it does not cease to deceive us.31 The unavoidable tendency to understand the necessity of the ‘constant logical subject of thinking’ (my being the ‘absolute subject of all my possible judgements’) as ‘a real subject of inherence’32 – that is, a substance in the ontological sense – is just such a dialectical illusion, according to Kant.

If the trick of all transcendental illusion rests in ‘the taking of a subjective condition of thinking for the cognition of an object’, its necessity lies perhaps in reason’s inability to think its idea ‘in any other way than by giving its idea an object’. And in fact, Kant writes, the dialectical illusion of the substantiality of the soul, for example, expresses a proposition (‘the soul is substance’) that is perfectly valid *so long as we keep in mind* that nothing further can be deduced or inferred from this, ‘that it signifies a substance only *in the idea* but not in reality’.33 This ‘object in the idea’ – this is the crucial phrase – is really only a ‘schema for which no object is given’.34

The regulative principles of pure reason are called ‘transcendental principles’ to the extent that they *must* be presupposed for a coherent use of the understanding. For example, ‘we simply have to presuppose the systematic unity of nature as objectively valid and necessary’, according to Kant, in order to determine within the ‘manifoldness of individual things’ in nature the identity of species, genera and families.35 The mistake is to suppose that this unity, which is a mere idea, is to be encountered in nature itself.

Kant’s example here of the specifications of species, genera and families pertains to the domain of what he elsewhere calls the ‘systematic description of nature’,36 distinguished from ‘natural history’. But, as Robert Bernasconi has shown, the idea of reason also has a role to play in natural history, specifically – and this is of immense historical significance – in determining the concept of race.37 As Bernasconi points out, the concept of race is not derived, for Kant, from nature; rather it is explicitly posited as a conceptual necessity for natural history.38 For Kant, as Bernasconi explains, ‘in the present state of our knowledge the idea of race imposes itself’, as regulative idea.39

Clearly the idea of race provided an example, for Kant, of the legitimate, regulative employment of an idea of reason. Even if the legitimacy of this idea is now questioned politically, it remains true that the concept of race has no corresponding, scientifically identifiable object in experience, although the lived experience of being-raced is undeniable. Does this mean that ‘race’ imposes itself as transcendental illusion? If it does, Kant’s idea of transcendental illusion is now historicized.40

But what of the modern, natural-biological concept of sex? What grounds are there for thinking that sex might be an idea of reason and – in a sense yet to be determined – a transcendental illusion?

To recall, the presumptions internal to the modern natural-biological concept of sex are that there simply is sex duality (the exclusive division into male and
female) and that this duality is naturally determined. Further, in so far as ‘sex’ refers to a natural ground for human existence it is presumed to be something naturally determining. As the exclusive duality of its terms is empirically inadequate to the variety that it would allegedly encompass without remainder, the duality of sex is not descriptive, but prescriptive – quite literally prescriptive in the case of the intersexed infant who will be made to conform, more or less successfully, to one or other of its terms. Taken together, the constitutive presumptions and the prescriptive function of the modern natural-biological concept of sex contradict each other. As previously stated, the concept has no purely descriptive function in relation to human existence, but the presumption in its use is precisely that it does.

These two contradictory elements in the concept of sex may perhaps be understood as the difference between its uses as an abstract and as a concrete noun: abstractly, the general term for the (presumed exclusive) duality of male and female; concretely, referring to particular instances of one or other of those two terms. The equivocation between these uses – a conceptual juddering so fast as to be invisible – accomplishes the same ‘transcendental subreption’\(^4\) that Kant identified in the representation of a formal regulative principle as constitutive, the result of which is hypostatization. Or, just as, in the first paralogism of pure reason, the formal, transcendental unity of apperception is taken for the ‘real subject of inheritance’\(^3\) (substance understood ontologically), so too the formal principle of the exclusive division into male and female (the prescriptive or, in Kant’s terminology, regulative principle) is taken for the cognition of an objectively real object (for Kant, an object given in intuition)\(^4\). The ‘transcendental doctrine of the soul’, or ‘rational psychology’, is the taking of the idea of the soul for a real object and the subsequent claims to be able to infer from this idea alone the essential attributes of the soul.\(^4\) In the same way, we may say, the ‘transcendental doctrine of sex’, taking the idea of sex for a real object, claims to be able to derive from the idea of sex alone the essential attributes of men and women.

Is ‘sex’, then, a transcendental illusion? Sex is not a transcendental illusion on Kant’s own definition, since this includes a reference to its ahistorical inevitability, ‘irremediably attach[e][d] to human reason’. Sex is our illusion; it was not Plato’s, for example.\(^4\) But to the extent that we are also required to account for the actual effects of the concept of sex – its real existence as a structuring component of human experience – there is, to use Kant’s word, something ‘unavoidable’ about it.\(^4\) The idea of sex, like all ideas of reason according to Kant, is ‘merely a creature of reason’; but the ideas ‘nonetheless have their reality and are by no means merely figments of the brain’; ‘we will by no means regard them as superfluous and nugatory’.\(^4\) Thus, we might say, sex is an objective historical illusion: an illusion that cannot be contrasted with reality because it is real to the extent that its effects are real. However, given as object only in the idea ‘sex’ (like the transcendental idea of the soul, for Kant) ‘leads no further’,\(^4\) or its leading further is precisely the form of its ideological function.

What is the relation between this philosophical interpretation of the popular, natural-biological concept of sex as a regulative idea and the possibility of a single transdisciplinary concept of sex? For the moment, we can say this: there is already a kind of homology between them. The transdisciplinary problematic arises in the relation between conceptual generality, on the one hand, and everyday linguistic usage, experiences and practices, on the other. The objective historical illusion of sex is, I have suggested, precisely the transcendental subreption of this relation, or, in another vocabulary, the effective reification of the concept, at the highest level of its generality, empirically instantiated in almost every aspect of our lives. Avoiding the transcendental subreption is not merely a matter of theoretical vigilance; it is a political struggle at the level of everyday experience. The question of the meaning of sex is not a dispute to be settled by intellectuals or scholars; it is the lived contradiction of our sexed existence today.
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